AGREEMENT BETWEEN
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONAL PEACE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION
AND
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND REHABILITATION (CDCR),
PELICAN BAY STATE PRISON (PBSP),
ACTIVATION OF THE FACILITY D PRIMARY CARE CLINIC AND
TEMPORARY RELOCATION OF THE FACILITY C PRIMARY CARE CLINIC
(CDCR #. 21-006-0/ CCPOA #54543)

This Agreement represents the full and complete understanding reached by and between the parties at the conclusion of the Meet and Confer negotiations on March 16, 2021, regarding the activation of the Facility D Primary Care Clinic and temporary relocation of the Facility C Primary Care Clinic. This agreement becomes an addendum to the current State Bargaining Unit 6 (BU6) Memorandum of Understanding, Article 27, Section 27.01 which expires on July 2, 2022.

- The State (Pelican Bay State Prison) and CCPOA agree to install clocks, glove boxes and mirrors in an agreed upon location in the Facility D Clinic utilizing existing funds, materials, and resources.
- The State (Pelican Bay State Prison) and CCPOA agree that utilizing existing funds, materials, and resources, BU6 correctional officers assigned to the Facility D clinic will have a key to the area designated for storage of personal belongings.
- The State (Pelican Bay State Prison) and CCPOA agree that either party may request to reopen this table within 90 days of this agreement to resolve unforeseen impact issues that cannot be resolved locally.
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